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1. Introduction 

ABIAN’S ORDER RELATION ON C(X) 

By W. D. Burgess* 

It was observed by Abian (see. for example [lJ) that the natural order on a 

Boolean ring can be defined for reduced rings (a ring in which zero is the onIy 

n iIpotent) by writing "a드b iff ab=i". The relation makes a reduced ring a 

partialIy ordered muItiplicative semigroup. This relation was studied by Abian [lJ 

and Chacron [6J to characterize products of division rings. Burgess and Raphael 

([4J and [5J) studied order completions of these rings. This articIe will extend 

considerably the class of rings where Abian’ s order is welI understood. For the 

convenience of the reader certain definitions and results from the above-mentioned 

articIes w iIl be quoted. To simpIify. a lI rings referred to wiII be assumed com
mutative and seηzzþrz"me wz'th 1. 

Two kinds of completeness were studied in [4J and [5J. 

DEFINITION 1. A subset X of a ring R is calIed orthogonal if for a lI a. bεX. 

a"'b. ab=O. R is calIed orthogonally complete if every orthogonal set in R has a 

supremum. An extension RCS is an orthogonal compleHon if S is orthogonally 

complete and every element of S is the supremum of an orthogonal set in R. 

DEFINITION 2. A subset X of R is calIed boundable if for alI a. bεX. ab(a-b) 
=0. R is calIed comPlete if every boundable set in R has a supremum. An exten

sion RCS is a comPletion if S is complete and every element of S is the supremum 

of a boundable set in R. 

The word “ boundable" was chosen since boundable sets in R are exactly those 

sets which have upper bounds in some extension. AIso. in a Bo여ean ring every 

set is boundable. Now it is shown in [5J that the two kinds of completeness and 

completions coincide if R has enough idempotents; more exactly when R is i-dense. 
A ring R is z'-dense if every idempotent of its complete ring of quotients. Q(R). is 

the supremum of a set of idempotents in R. The cIass of i-dense rings incIudes 
‘ 
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the cIasses of Baer and of regular rings (even all p. p. rings and more). All ~.

dense rings have (orthogonal) completions and these are rings of quotients with 

respect to a topologizing family of large ideals. In general rings do not have 

completions or orthogonal completions. 

Other useful facts are the following. An (orthogonal) completion of a ring R is. 

unique, if it exists, and is a subring of the complete ring of quotients, Q(R) , of 

R ([4]). Also Q(R) is always complete [4]. For the ring of continuous functions 
C(X) , we write Q(X) for Q(C(X)). Q(X) may be expressed [7] as the ring of 

equivalence classes of continuous functions defined on dense open subsets of X. 

The terminology of rings of continuous functions is that of [7] and [8]. In what 
follows, C(X) always refers to the ring of continuous. real-valued functions on a 

comþletely regμlar space X. 

2. Cornpletions 

It should be emphasized that, throughout, the order relation referred to is not 

the natural order in C(X). We do have I<g implies 1I1되g 1, but not conversely. 

A subset {I) of C(X) is orthogonal if for a =;6ß, coz la n coz Iß=Ø (cos la= 

{x Ila(x) =;6 0}, z(la) is its complement). Also {펴 is boUI빼ble if for la' I ß we 

have: for all xεX， la(x) =;6 0 and I ß(x) =;6 0 imply 1，α(x)=Iß(x). 

The first thing to observe here is that since every boundable set in C(X) has 

a supremum in Q(X) , this is an equivalence class of continuous functions defined 

on dense open subsets of X. An explicit representative may be found. 

PROPOSITION 3. 11 {fα} aEA z"s a boundable set z"η C(X) , then the f.χnc#on q 

dζfz"ned by 

r1a(x) z"1 xεcoz la 
q(x) = l 

o z"1 xεInt(na z(f)) 

represents the supremμm， ø, 01 {I a} z"n Q(X). 

PROOF. Since {I) is boundable, if xEcoz la n coz Iß then 강(x)=얘(찌 ; hence 

q is well-defined. It is continuous on the dense open set UéoS la U Int(na 
z(fa))=V, let it represent ØEQ(X). 

For each xεV， la(x)q(x)=la(xi so ø is an upper bound of {Ia}' Let if;EQ(X} 

be an upper bound of [Ial in Q(X) represented by h defined on the dense open 
2 

set W. For each a , lah-I; is zero on some dense open set V a• For xεvnw， 

(q h)(x)=q(x)Iß(x)=q(x)2 if xE coz lanvß and q(x)h(x)=o=q(xi if xεInt (na-
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2 z(fa))nvß. Hence qh-q'" is zero on the dense open 않t 

Uß[cos I ß U Int(na z(!a))nV，β.]. 

As will be seen later C(X) does not often ha ve a comple한00， but it does if it 
is z' -dense. 

PROPOSITION 4. C(X) z's z'-dense zf. and only il. eνeγ:y non-empty open set 01 x 
contains a non-eηzpty clopen (closed and open) set. 

PROOF. By [5.4 Proposition] C(X) is i-dense iff every non-zero annihilator ideal 

contains a non-zero idempotent. 
Suppose C(X) is z'-dense. Let ø낯U be open in X. Since X is completely regular 

the zero set neighbourhoods form a basis for the neighbourhoods of each point 

[8 p.38]. For xEU let z(f) be a zero set neighbourhood of x in U. Now gEAnn 

{f} means coz gCz(f). By complete regularity Ann {f} ~O so for some idempotent 

e윷O. coz eζz(f). 

Conversely. if I=Ann S is a non-zero annihilator. UfES coz 1 is not dense. 

Hence there is a non-empty clopen set E in -CI (U f'εS coz f). Define e by 

(0 x종E 
(x)= l 

’ 1 xεE. 
! 

All O-dimensional spaces (such as p-spaces and extremally disconnected spaces) 

satisfy the conditions of the proposition. However it is not necessary that X be 

O-dimensional in order that C(X) be z.-dense. Consider. for example. 

X= {(x.y)εR2 10드X드1. 0드y드1. x.y rational if y~O} 
with the subspace topology. C(X) is i-dense but X is not O-dimensional. 

PROPOSITION 5. 11 C(X) is i-dense. Q(X) z.s the (orthogonal) comp!etùm 01 

C(X). 
• 

PROOF. It suffices to show that each element of Q(X) is the supremum of an 

orthogonal set in C(X). Let ø ε Q(X) be represented by q continuous on a dense 

open set V. Let .9f be a maximal family of disjoint clopen sets in V. By Propo

sition 4. U UESf U is dense in V. Define. for each UE.9f. qu by qu(x) = 

q(x) if xεU o if x졸ü. Since U is clopen and q is continuous. qu ε C(X). The set 

{qu} Ue$' is orthogonal and by Proposition 3. ø is its supremum. 

We next show that C(X) is never orthogonally complete if X has a non-trivial 

connected component. The proof which follows. is due to M. 0 ’ Keefe and another. 

Using βX. was supplied to us by 1. Demers. 
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PROPOSITION 6. If X has a non-trz"νz"al connected comþonent, then C(X) Z"S not 

orthogonally complete. 

PROOF. Suppose {ka} aεA is an orthogonal set in C(X). If C(X) were complete 

there would be a fUllction qεC(X) ， q=sup {k). Hence for x ε coz ka' q(x)= 

ka(x) and for x ε Int (na z(ka)) , q(x)=O; since q would coincide with the 

function defined in Proposition 3. 

Let u~v be points of a connected component Y of X and U a closed neighbour
hood of μ not containing v. There exists f ε C(X) so that f(U)=O and f(v) =1. 

Now f takes on all values in [0, 1] and we may assume that for all xεX. 0드 

f(x)드1. Consider the closed sets F __ = f-l(f .. ~ l' .~ lì, n= 1, 2, …. We define 
n \Ln+1 ’ % 

two orthogonal families of continuous functions as follows. 

For n는2， define 

f(x) -(4n-2) xεF4n-2 

xEF4n _ 1 UF 4n 
gn(x)= ; 1 1 

4n+2-τ즉x f(x) 

0 

1 

h1(x)=18-눴 

xEF 4n+l 

otherwise; 
xEF1U ... UF6 

xεF7 

0 otherwise, 
and, for n르2， 

f(x) -4n xEF4n 

xεF4n + 1 UF 4n+Z 
hn(x) = 

싫+4- r/조 f(x) 

0 

xEF4n+3 

otherwise. 
Intuitively: 

h
n
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If C(X) were orthogonally complete, both {gn} and {κ} would have suprema 

in C(X) , say g and h, respectively. AIso g+h would be a continuous function. 

But for xεFn' g(x)+h(x)르1 and for x εInt z(f), g(x) =h(x) =0. We shall show 

that this contradicts the continuity of g+h. To see this note that Int z(f) is not 

clopen since it meets the component Y. Hence there is x ε CI Int z(f), x 엎 Int 

z(f). Then, any neighbourhood of x meets both Int z(f) and the exterior of zc.η. 

But g+h is zero on Int z(f) and greater than or equal to 1 on its exterior. 

We next show that C(X) d0es not have a completion (or orthogonal completion) 

if X is locally connected and has a non-trivial component. 

LEMMA 7. A product 01 rings DRa has a compleHon (orthogonal comp!eHon) zf, 

and only il, each Rα does. In this case the (orthogonal) compleHon is the product 

of the (oythog0%al] completz·0%S of the Rα· 

PROOF. It suffices to observe that suprema in Q(DR강 =DQ(R싱 are computed 

“ com ponen twise" . 、

LEMMA 8. 11 X z.s a non-trψial connected and locally connected space then C(X) 

does not have ezïheγ a co빼leHon or an orthogonal conψleHon. 

PROOF. Let {f) aEA be a boundable family from C(X) with more than one non

zero element. Then if la' Iß=PO, α#β， 1αli1a - I ß) =0 so coz t.α=pX. By con

nectedness the open set coz fα is not closed and so coz la has a boundary point 

x. For each e> 0, a connected neighbourhood of x will contain points y so that 

0<11α(y) 1 <e. Hence a representative of sup {Ia} is never bounded away from O. 

By Proposition 6, we know that C(X) is neither complete nor orthogonally 

complete. Hence there is an orthogonal family {fα}αEA with no supremum in 

C(X). Let q be the representative of the supremum, r/J, as in Proposition 3. Then 

r= Iql represents sup {llal}. If 'f'εQ(X) were in C(X) then there would be a 

continuous extension s of r to X. Define q’ by 

q'= {;(x) x ε domain of q 
- • 

’ o otherwise. 

Clearly q’ is continuous on D. For x졸D， xεCI Ua coz la and x줄Ua coz la' For 

e> 0, there is a connected neighbourhood N of x such that for all yεN， Is(y)1 

<e. But for yεDnN， s(y)=lq(y)l. Hence ψ is continuous, a contradiction. 

Hence we may assume that {fa} is a family of non-negative functions. If C(X) 

had a completion (orthogonal completion), S , S would contain r/J+ 1 (1 the const-
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.ant function) and 뼈+1졸C(X). But any representative of it, such as q + 1, is 

bounded away from zero and so could not be the supremum of a set from C(X). 

PROPOSITION 9. Let X be locally connected wzïh a non-tr썽~'al comþonent. Then 

C(X) has no (orthogonal) completion. 

PROOF. Write X=UXα as the union of its components. The components are, 

here, clopen sets. Then C(X)= I1C(Xa) and by Lemmas 7 and 8, C(X) has no 

(orthogonal) completion. 

3. Conditional completeness. 

A partially ordered set is called condiUonally comþlete if every bounded subset 

has a supremum. In this section we mention without proof the following. 

PROPOSITION 10. 11 X is locally connected then C(X) is conditionally comþlete. 

The proof uses techniques similar to those used in Section 2. 
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